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Carr's main argument is that the Internet may have detrimental effects on cognition that diminish the capacity for concentration
and contemplation.. In these widely discussed works, he argued that the strategic importance of in business has diminished as
has become more commonplace, standardized and cheaper.. Normal Matter makes up of five percent of all matter IT Doesn’t
Matter by Nicholas G.

Spanning historical, technical, economic, and philosophical viewpoints, the book has been widely acclaimed by reviewers, with
the terming it 'essential.. His ideas roiled the information technology industry, spurring heated outcries from executives of,, and
other leading technology companies, although the ideas got mixed responses from other commentators.. Carr's 2010 book,,
develops this argument further Discussing various examples ranging from 's typewriter to drivers', Carr shows how newly
introduced technologies change the way people think, act and live.. In his 2005 blog essay titled 'The Amorality of Web 2 0,' he
criticized the quality of volunteer information projects such as and the and argued that they may have a net negative effect on
society by displacing more expensive professional alternatives.
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Highly critical of the Internet's effect on cognition, the article has been read and debated widely in both the media and the.. In
his HBR article, 'IT Doesn't Matter,' Nicholas Carr has stirred up quite a bit of controversy around IT's.. Carr's second book,
The Big Switch: Rewiring the World, From Edison to Google, was published in January 2008.. In January 2008 Carr became a
member of the Editorial Board of Advisors of Earlier in his career, Carr served as executive editor of the.
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He was educated at and In 2014, Carr published his fourth book, ', which presents a critical examination of the role of computer
in contemporary life.. The book provides a critique of modern American techno-utopianism, which magazine said 'punches a
hole in Silicon Valley cultural hubris.. ' In addition to being a Pulitzer Prize nominee, the book appeared on the nonfiction
bestseller list and has been translated into 17 languages in addition to English.. Carr As information technology’s power and
ubiquity have grown,its strategic importance has diminished.
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In a response to Carr's criticism, Wikipedia co-founder admitted that the Wikipedia articles quoted by Carr 'are, quite frankly, a
horrific embarrassment' and solicited recommendations for improving Wikipedia's quality.. ' In 2016, Carr published ', a
collection of blog posts, essays, and reviews from 2005 to 2016.. The In the summer of 2008, published Carr's article ' as the
cover story of its annual Ideas issue.. In 2005, Carr published the controversial article 'The End of Corporate Computing' in the,
in which he argued that in the future companies will purchase information technology as a utility service from outside suppliers..
It examines the economic and social consequences of the rise of Internet-based ' comparing the consequences to those that
occurred with the rise of in the early 20th century.. The book focuses on the detrimental influence of the Internet—although it
does recognize its beneficial aspects—by investigating how has contributed to the fragmentation of knowledge.. Contents • • • •
• • Career [ ] Nicholas Carr originally came to prominence with the 2003 article 'IT Doesn't Matter' and the 2004 book Does IT
Matter? Information Technology and the Corrosion of Competitive Advantage ().. 'We don't see the trees,' Carr writes 'We see
twigs and leaves ' One of Carr's major points is that the change caused by the Internet involves the physical restructuring of the
human brain, which he explains using the neuroscientific notion of '.. ' Blog [ ] Through his blog 'Rough Type,' Carr has been a
critic of and in particular the populist claims made for online.. When we search the Web, for instance, the context of
information can be easily ignored. e10c415e6f 
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